industry involving the two differing production processes:min ing as a character of an exploitative industry and smelting as an apparatus industry.He investigates the changes in the market structure,the economic significance of technological progress, the changes in labor-management relations and the nature of competition between enterprises.And he studies how the capi talistic enterprises established themselves in the copper industry and how a monopolistic organization was created out of com petition among enterprises.Masaaki Kobayashi has written a critical review on this book.But someone like me who has some reservations about the common view on Japan's industrial rev olution would highly appreciate its indication of dependence on foreign technology for the development of Japan's modern cop per industry(pp.31,99,129,199and so on)and its information that foreign-made equipment lost its predominance about1930 (p.339).
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
Yoshio Horikiri produced A History of the Japanese Iron and Steel Industry.35From the point of view of technological history and using the methodological concept of tekko seisan kozo(iron and steel production organization),this book provided valuable re sults,which following researchers should not ignore.
The author says:
The production structure of the modern iron and steel industry is composed of three sectors: pigiron production,steel produc tion and steel-commodity production; of these productive technology systems is the basic condition for the existence of the industry.
From this perspective,he criticizes the view,expressed in such works as the Nihon kagaku gijutsu-shi taikei(Japanese science and technology history series),that an integrated system of produc tion of iron and steel was formed after the Russo-Japanese War. Further,he argues that the establishment of such a system at the Yawata Iron-Works took place in1924(Taisho13)(pp.45 and84).
Osamu Nagashima's Structural Analysis of the Pre-War Japanese Iron and Steel Industry,36attempts to reveal the special structural features of the pre-War Japanese iron and steel industry,while taking the special characteristics of the modern iron and steel industry into consideration from the three basic perspectives of the nature of productive organization,the determinants of late (and middle)development and military determinants. March14,1987; Masaru Udagawa in Shakai keizaishigaku,vol.54,no.2; Yasuaki Nagasawa in Keiei shigaku,vol.22,no.3; and Masanori Sato in Chiho kinyu-shi kenkyu,no.18. 98Dainiji taisen to Mitsubishi Zaibatsu(Nihon keizai shinbun -sha) .For re views,see Hiroaki Yamazaki in Keieishigaku,vol.22,no.3; Shoichi Asajima in Shakai keizai shigaku,vol.54,no.3; and Masaaki Kobayashi in Shukan toyo keizai,July4,1987 . 
